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ABSTRACT: 
The last decade has seen the rapid growth of interest in materials that are 
topological because of strong spin-orbit coupling.  These samples exhibit electronic 
surface states that have only half the electrons that a carrier accumulation layer 
has.  The surface states have energy between the occupied valence band and the 
unoccupied conduction band and the energy/momentum dispersion is linear 
forming two so-called Dirac cones that meet at the Dirac point, often k=0.   They 
exhibit spin-momentum locking so that a surface state with momentum in some 
direction has spin projection in a direction given by a left hand rule.  An electron 
with the same momentum but with the other spin direction exists on the opposite 
side of the sample.  The most widely studied topological insulators (Tis) are 
materials structured like Bi2Se3.  They are difficult to make insulating.  I will 
discuss our work to make them insulating and show angle resolved photoemission 
spectra which show that the Fermi energy can be tuned from the valence band to 
the conduction band using compositional alloying.  I will also describe our work to 
make them superconducting using the proximity effect.  We have studied this with 
ARPES as well as in transport.  The ARPES work studies the redistribution of 
fermionic states caused by the superconductivity and the transport study probes 
the bosonic nature of the induced superfluid. 
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